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Kees VEELENTURF 

LOOKING UPWARD 

A NOTE ON THE APOSTLES WINDOW BY JAN TOOROP IN THE 
TITUS BRANDSMA MEMORIAL CHURCH, NIJMEGEN 

The figure of the enthroned Christ displays a face in which the idea of majesty 
is permeated by the memory of his suffering. This expression makes him almost 
look shy. Christ is clad in a translucent, not really white but pale robe which 
makes his appearance unmistakably as one from an other reality. His hands 
have moved away from the body and in a gesture of blessing have come to a 
standstill in the pose of the orans, the person in prayer. It clearly is a mean
ingful circular aspect of this Christ figure, for in his position the orans imitates 
the Saviour on the cross. Christ therefore not only blesses, but also alludes to 
Crucifixion and to prayer. However, it does not seem venturesome to see in his 
particular pose also an invitation to approach him, as well as a hint at the 
notion that the heavenly Lord encompasses all. Beginning and end of existence 
have been rendered in the Greek letters Alpha and Omega, adorned with 
crosses, which are flanking Christ. They do not appear in their usual icono
graphic order, for we find Alpha on the left-hand side of Christ, and Omega 
on his right. Below two angels kneel on clouds on both sides of the Enthroned 
One while they adore him. Beneath Christ and the angels six tall narrow win
dows topped with semi-circular arches contain the apostles who are all stand
ing. The faces of the twelve, seen in profile, look like those of cragged Dutch 
workmen. However, one face belongs to an English cardinal, and one is that 
of a Javanese-Dutch artist. Christ's disciples have been grouped in six pairs of 
two, symmetrically positioned: on the left looking up to the right we see Simon 
with Bartholomew, Matthew with Thomas, John with Andrew, on the right 
looking up to the left we see Peter with Philip, James with James, Matthias with 
Thaddeus. They are easily identified by their names which have been rendered 
under their feet. 

The whole composition consists of fifteen separate stained-glass pieces in two 
levels. The large tondo with Christ within a glory of brightly coloured concen
tric circles dominates the upper level. Two subordinate tondi contain the angels 
already mentioned, while the curved triangles above them have Alpha and 
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Omega in brilliant tondi surrounded by shining stars. On a level with the angel 
tondi are four triangular forms with two curvilinear sides each, of which two also 
display stars and two others are too small to be more than just decorative. The 
six windows with the apostles of the second plane occupy the largest surface of 
the entire composition, but visually they are in a perfect balance with the dom
inating Christ window and its satellites. From the bottom to the top the colours 
of the stained glass change from the yellowish gold of the lettering of the apos
tles' names to the darker reds, greens and blues of their robes and cloaks, and 
further to the pale complexion of their faces. There is a deliberate symmetry in 
the choice of colours for the garments of the Apostles. The colours of the upper 
pieces with Christ in the centre catch the eye as more clear and bright, with the 
shining figure of Christ as the focal point. At first glance his garment may seem 
to be white, but there are several pale shades discernible in it. 

We are standing in the Titus Brandsma Gedachteniskerk (Titus Brandsma 
Memorial Church) at the Keizer Karelplein in Nijmegen, the Netherlands, for
merly known as the St Jozefkerk (Church of St Joseph). We have been looking 
at the stained-glass Apostles Window. This masterpiece designed by the Dutch 
artist Jan Toorop (1858-1928) was about three years in the making before it 
finally received its place within the eastern transept wall of the church in 1915. 
The commission of the window came from the Nijmegen Jesuits, since the St 
Jozefkerk was a succursale of their St Ignatiuskerk (St Ignace parish church, 
since 1925 renamed after St Petrus Canisius) in the Molenstraat in the same 
city. Jan Toorop had come to live in Nijmegen in the year 1908, and among 
his friends and acquaintances were many of the Roman Catholic clergy and 
intellectuals in town and environs. Moreover, this extraordinary gifted man 
was certainly the most prolific and as such well-respected and much loved of 
the Catholic artists of his day. It therefore is small wonder that Toorop was 
invited to provide a design for the window in the neoromanesque church, 
which was built after drawings by the lesser-known architect B. J. Claase, and 
consecrated in 1909. 

The Apostles Window by Jan Toorop, an official national monument, has 
become a famous work, because it represents a high level in the art of twenti
eth-century stained glass, not just within the Netherlands. The title given to this 
balanced and magisterial work describes the group which is but one of the icono
graphic poles in this composition. The supernatural plane inhabited by the 
enthroned Christ and the adoring angels is the other pole, dominating by virtue 
of position, to which the apostles are subordinate. The Dutch art historian 
Gerard Brom described the subject of our window in 1917 as follows: 'It seems 
to be the moment after the Ascension, when the Saviour has given a world mis
sion to his chosen ones and the promise of a spiritual baptism, and assured them 
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of his eternal company'. 1 This is a fine interpretation ofToorop's creation. Christ 
has returned to heaven, while his disciples are still looking upward, as if they have 
kept their eyes fixed on the disappearing body of their master until he took pos
session of his throne. It is easy to understand how this interpretation has come 
about, and there can be no denying of the strong allusion to the Ascension which 
this window contains. The New Testament provides all the elements in this 
explanation. Acts 1 :4-11 describes the Ascension as it is witnessed by Christ's dis
ciples, and we find the baptism with the Holy Ghost announced in Acts 1:5, 8. 
We may certainly recognize this aspect in Toorop's window, which through its 
vivid light and open colours is imbued with the fire of Pentecost. The interpre
tative association with the mission to the apostles must have been derived from 
Mark 16, in which mission (16:15-18) and Ascension (16:19) make up one 
cluster (cf. Lk 24:44-48 and 24:50-51). In the final part of the gospel by 
Matthew the mission to the apostles is described (Mt 28:16-20), but not the 
Ascension. It ends with Christ's assurance, referred to by Gerard Brom, 'I am 
with you all days, even to the consummation of the world'. 

Lucid as this iconographical exegesis may be, the subject of the window can 
be taken to be much less 'temporal' in its character than has been assumed. Of 
course, the Ascension as it is described in the New Testament and as it has very 
often been depicted in the course of the history of art, is not just an event from 
the first days of the Church. The heart of the matter here is a spectacular tran
sition, full of implication, from an earthly to a heavenly sphere. But there is 
more to it. Two men dressed in white who address the apostles at the Ascension, 
and who must have been angelic, refer in their words to the Second Coming of 
Jesus Christ, giving his departure from earth the hue of an eschatological prom
ise (Acts 1: 10-11). We do not see the men in white here, but the fact that Christ 
sits enthroned may invoke the viewer to think of the tribunal which he will 
occupy after his return on earth. The sovereignty of Christ which is simulta
neously expressed in his being seated so solemnly, and which on purpose is 
shown above the apostles frieze, permits us to see the whole composition of the 
Apostles Window as an image which also presents the Church on the planet 
earth with her divine ruler and his retinue in heaven. 

These interpretative remarks are fully in concord with a principle that we 
meet in Christian iconography numerous times. Images may not just illustrate 
or represent a specific scriptural event, they often allude to more than one notion 

1 Gerard Brom, 'Toorop', in: De Beiaard 1 pt 2 (1916-17), 481-510, 9 pis : 509; cf. Gerard 
Brom, 'Het raam van Jan Toorop in de St. Jozefkerk te Nijmegen', in: WF. Gouwe (Ed.), Glas 
in food (De toegepaste kunsten in Nederland, vol. 3), Rotterdam 1932, 20, 25, 10-12 (pis 7-
9): 20; Gerard Brom, Herleving van de kerke!ike kunst in katho!iek Nederland, Leiden 1933, 400. 
Apparently, up to now Brom has been the only interpreter of the window's iconography. 
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at a time, generating not just density of meaning but also a glimpse of the intri
cate nature of the truth which such an event may contain. Iconography, espe
cially an image of a theophanic character, usually is not a case of 'this or that', 
but of 'this and that and that too'. 

From early on in his career Jan Toorop has been an icon of pictorial virtuosity. 
His great talent permitted him to adapt many artistic techniques which he 
employed in a number of very distinct styles. Toorop was a superb draughtsman, 
but also a fine painter, and he mastered several other techniques. He produced 
prints - lithographs, etchings, predominantly dry-points -, designed monumen
tal ceramic tableaux, book covers, etc. Until his death, however, his chief medium 
would be the drawing. Consistent with his nature Toorop not only applied sev
eral artistic techniques, but also worked in a relative great number of styles. Ini
tially he was attracted by the works of French contemporaries, and soon painted 
in the impressionist manner. From then on he went through different stylistic 
phases in which he absorbed new ways of representing the visual world. He 
would, for instance, produce works in the pointillist or divisionist technique, but 
his Symbolist drawings and paintings would determine his artistic career in a 
more decisive way. Versatile as he was, he also adopted elements from art nou
veau and naturalism. 

Influence prone and eager to discover or to recognize ways to address the 
issue of how to represent true reality- as it were beyond the visual, in some way 
comparable to the endeavours of Piet Mondrian, but with an other basic prin
ciple and in an entirely different idiom -Jan Toorop was in fact a profoundly 
religious artist. He was baptized in 1905 and has since been known as a devout 
Roman Catholic, but as has been noticed during his day, he had already been a 
religious artist before this turning-point. However, Toorop's official conversion 
may also be taken to mark a new development in his style and iconography. The 
idiosyncratic mysticism of his earlier works gave way to a more concrete sort of 
symbolism, which was Catholic to the core. Traditional themes from Christian 
religion and iconography would from now on make up the bulk of his subjects, 
apart from the numerous portraits he would continue to produce. This change, 
which was in a way just relative, has not always been appraised positively, but a 
hidden anti-Catholic sentiment in such judgments may be responsible for that. 
Continuously, Toorop had been searching for fitting means of expression in his 
work, in which the graphic line - of which he was an undisputed master - had 
become of immeasurable importance. 

The strongly undulating line which has spirit and soul is a trait of many of 
Toorop's works, especially in his Symbolist period from the 1890s onward. His 
hand was hardly ever uncertain when animated curves and arabesques were drawn. 
Like the choice of the iconographic subject for a work, the chosen character of 
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the line is also able to contribute to its inner meaning. This, precisely, is a char
acteristic of Symbolist works of art. A more or less enigmatic subject, quite often 
of an ethereal nature, is represented in an abstract interplay of lines, which pro
vides it with a subjective expressiveness. In this way the line is supposed to con
tribute to the inner meaning of the representation, especially to its instinctive 
expression. In other words: style and subject intermingle. Jan Toorop was well 
aware of the power and the possibilities of the line, and he was fortunate enough 
to be able to conduct lines according to his purposes. 

In the Apostles Window the distinctive Symbolist undulating line is absent. 
Apparently, Jan Toorop did not seek here something like subjective expression. 
What we see is a hieratic simplicity determined by balance. There are no elements 
which are typical for Symbolism, but there is a 'stylized naturalism' in the faces, 
hands and feet of the twelve. The change of style, which cannot just be explained 
by the specific demands of designing stained glass, clearly was also a consequence 
ofToorop's conversion. As a reader of St Augustine, Jan Ruusbroec and Thomas 
a Kempis, as an unconstrained experimenter, and with his inborn penchant for 
mysticism, the artist continued to look for new means to express his faith, which 
had become his main theme in life and arr. It is evident that in the design of this 
window Jan Toorop was influenced by the art of contemporary German monks. 
More than once he has expressed his sympathy towards the artistic principles of 
Peter Lenz (1832-1928). This Benedictine monk, who had started his career as 
a lay artist and in religion adopted the name Desiderius, was the founder of a 
workshop in the monastery of Beuron, principality Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, 
presently Baden-Wiirttemberg in Germany. In Beuron he made an attempt at 
modernizing Christian art in order to bring it on a level which faith and liturgy 
are deserving of. From his studies of works of art from the past Desiderius Lenz 
developed a theory based on principles which he especially believed to have rec
ognized in the art of pharaonic Egypt. His quest was one for the true religious 
in art, and in this search the stress on imitation of visual reality was abandoned. 
In sculpture it had to yield to form reduction, and in two-dimensional works of 
art to emphasis on plane and line. Illusionism was thus given up in favour of a 
geometrical stylization of the subject. Lenz saw the typical or the soul or the style 
as the objective vital condition of art, which is supported by basic numbers, 
basic forms and fixed proportions. Form in art should not imitate 'reality', but 
carry and articulate ideas, and we might call this a tendency towards a spiritu
alization of the very form. So, the sacred art form, which Lenz envisaged, encom
passed elements like a holy measure, an esthetical geometry and consequent pro
portions. The art of the Beuroner Kunstschule found a warm response among 
Roman Catholic artists and intellectuals in the Netherlands. 

It appears that the Apostles Window is a work in which Toorop came as close 
to the art of Beuron as he would get. The solemn, hieratic tranquillity of the 
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composition and the simple vertical treatment of the human bodies, which cer
tainly is not stiff, must be the result of the geometrical preparations which 
Toorop claimed to be at the basis of his window design. We see a determining 
geometrical principle more on the surface in other works after his conversion, 
in which mystical inspiration and calculated angles are united. The treatment of 
the faces, hands and the bare feet in the Apostles Window, however, diverges 
from the Beuron precepts, and is typical ofToorop. The faces ofToorop's apos
tles are those of individuals, whereas the Beuron monks eschewed the portrait 
and usually rendered their figures as stylized archetypes. The heads of the apos
tles in the Nijmegen window are familiar to those who are acquainted with mas
ter portraitist Toorop's other depictions of the disciples, although the artist did 
not constantly use the same heads. These faces have been conceived as workmen, 
and very well function as Jewish fishermen. Two heads tell their own story. St 
Matthew is strongly reminiscent of Henry Edward Manning (1808-1892). 
Toorop admired this Roman Catholic cardinal from England, who like Toorop 
himself, was a convert, and of whom a photographic portrait had found a place 
within his workshop. The head of Thaddeus on the far right, behind the head 
of Matthias, is a self-portrait, and so also functions as the artist's signature. 

Light is the real painter of the stained-glass scenes and figures: only by light 
they and their colours become alive. Toorop liked the work of searching for 
colours for his Apostles Window, an occupation which he found 'surprising'. 
He had visited the cathedral of Chartres in France with its famous thirteenth
century stained glass. Perhaps the medieval art of glass, which has reached such 
a high standard there, inspired him while working on the colour scheme for the 
Nijmegen window. In some of its parts Toorop used more than one layer of glass 
in order to obtain the colours he desired. 

Jan Toorop was happy with the final result of the Apostles Window. It satisfied 
him to have been able to produce it in a liturgical and harmonious way, as he 
described it, and fitting within the surrounding architecture. The window which 
was intended to be the counterpart of Toorop's Apostles Window was not 
designed by the artist, but by glazier Wilhelm Derix from Kevelaer in Germany 
who had executed Toorop's designs for the Apostles ensemble. The reason for not 
giving the subsequent commission to Toorop was that it had taken three years 
before the window could be placed. This irreverence for the artist was indig
nantly denounced by Catholic writers in papers published shortly after the win
dow was completed. They considered the second commission as insulting Toorop 
and without consideration of the quality which works of art within sacred spaces 
should possess. The artist, who had financed part of the Apostles Window him
self, was not too pleased when he noticed that his glazier had taken over his 
position, but he clearly was no resentful or vindictive person. 
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It is to be regretted that Jan Toorop was not allowed to design more windows 
for this church. Although he had made only a few designs for stained-glass win
dows altogether, of which one was rejected for two different churches, the Apos
tles Window makes up eloquent proof that he was capable of reaching a high 
level in this medium. Like other artists of his time he had been searching for 
a universal grammar of form, in his case emanating from his wish to make a 
genuine Christian art, and in it to stretch beyond the visual. His sympathy for 
the School ofBeuron apparently brought him nearer to his goal, although he did 
not apply the artistic dogmas of Desiderius Lenz to the full, and certainly not 
slavishly. His spiritual commitment was real and fundamental, and combined 
with his artistic abilities it produced a window with a multi-layered iconogra
phy in a style which is worthy or, better perhaps, truly sacred. Looking upward, 
the apostles see their Lord, and in the act of looking they themselves are seen 
by him. The beholder is invited to join in this interaction. The vertical dynam
ics of the balanced window design, which in a way can be regarded as a mysta
gogical means, give the viewer access as a third party within the iconographic 
expression. We may admire the talent and skills of the artist, and rightly so, but 
his main purpose certainly was to provide the viewer with a spiritual sensation. 
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